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Rc.N/264/26/COE/2021              CONFIDENTIAL               Date: 08/03/2021 

 To,  Ch Janaiah 

       Asst Prof of Mathematics.GDC Malkajgiri,HYD 

       

Dear Sir/madam, 

 I am directed to invite you to act Paper Setter for the Semester Examinations of March-2021 and you are requested 

kindly to accept this invitation. Your appointment as Paper Setter should be kept strictly confidential 

 

Subject      Paper    Semester 

Paper Code     Medium 

 You are requested to ONE SET Only  of the question paper on the above-mentioned subject (Preferably 

Typed/ Neatly hand written and figures if any to be neatly drawn with the help of Black Pen) and deliver them either 

by Registered Post/ Courier. You are requested to set English and Telugu Versions. 

 Kindly note that two inner envelops and one outer envelope are enclosed. You are requested to seal the 

question paper(s) first in the inner envelop sets separately (i.e., Set-I English/Telugu Version in One Envelop) and 

(Set-II English/Telugu Version in One Envelop) and put the inner envelop(s) in the outer envelope along with the 

remuneration bills/advance receipts which should again be sealed. 

The remuneration for the work is detailed below: 

1. Paper Setting      : Rs. 500/- per question paper 

2. Translation: 

a) All subjects     : Rs. 175/- 

b) Paper related to Accounting in Commerce : Rs. 200/- per question paper 

3. Courier/ Postal Charges     : Rs. 40/- 

The following papers are enclosed: 

a) Forms for setting papers. 

b) The Syllabus prescribed for the papers 

c) A Model question paper 

d) Remuneration Bill with Advance receipt for paper setting 

The question papers must reach on or before: -10/03/2021.                                                Yours faithfully 

                                                                                                                                                

Note:                                             Controller Of Examinations  

1. Please clearly mention the Semester, Paper Code No, Max. marks and Marks for each question 

2. If any relative of the examiner is appearing in the Paper to be set by him/her, he/she is requested to communicate the fact 

to the Controller of Examinations. 

3. Paper should reach us on or before the above said date otherwise, remuneration will not be paid under any 

circumstances. 

4. Illegible handwriting will be summarily rejected. 

5. Syllabus prescribed, pattern of model Paper should be followed for preparing question paper and should not be deviated. 

Otherwise, remuneration will not paid. 

6. kindly return and send the Model Paper, Syllabus copies along with the prepared question paper in one cover and 

Remuneration bill / Receipt in Outer cover, finally enclose these two covers in one big cover and seal while signing it 

before sending to us. 
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